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'In June,1984, during Unit I Cycle 7 operation, control rod B-6 became stuck at
the 56 steps withdrawn location. As a result of the stuck rod, a quadrant power
tilt of greater than 2.0% existed for greater than 24 hours. This was reported in

.

LER 84-017-00 on July 17, 1984 in accordance with Section 3.12.B.7 of the Technical
Specifications. At the time of the report, the cause of the stuck rod could not be
determined. Virginia Power committed to determining the cause at the next refueling.

During the Cycle 7/8 refueling visual inspection of the affected fuel assembly
and Rod Cluster Control Assembly (RCCA), it was discovered that one of the two
holddown spring clamps had separated from the top of the assembly and had become
lodged between two RCCA rodlets. Virginia Power and the fuel vendor have
concluded that the spring clamp was the cause of the Cycle 7 stuck rod.
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1. Description of the Event:

A reactor startup was in progress at 1125 on 6-14-84 following a reactor
trip on 1-13-84 (See LER-84-015-00). While withdrawing Control Bank A, the first
control bank of rods to be withdrawn, rod position indicator (RPI) B-6 stopped
at 30 steps and was suspected to be malfunctioning. After the RPI was verified
to be correct, the reactor trip breakers were opened and all rods dropped into
the core except B-6. Rod B-6 was exercised using abnormal procedure AP-1.5.
This action did result in some movement of B-6, however, when it was tripped
from the fully withdrawn position, it became stuck at 56 steps and could not
be moved in or out.

A Westinghouse representative was successful in freeing rod B-6 using a
special control box that extends the time the lift coil is energized. Rod drop
testing was satisfactorily completed on other rods to verify operability.
In another unsuccessful atterrt,to free B-6, the unit was cooled down to 250,F
and the Westinghouse control box was used. After a return to hot shutdown,
rod drop testing was successfully completed on all rods except B-6.

The safety analyses required in T.S.-3.12.C.7 for continued operation with
an inoperable rod were completed prior to station approval for a startup.
During the performance of the safety analysis, it was revealed that the control
rod insertion limit curve for one inoperable rod contained in Technical
Specifications was not appropriate for this situation. A more restrictive
insertion limit curve was generated for use. Also, before startup was approved,
Special Test 163 was written. This tuat delineates the monitoring requirements
to insure that the Unit l's operation remains within the bounds of Surry's
Technical Specifications during operatiocesith B-6 partially withdrawn. At
0414 on 6-19-84, a reactor trip occurred from about 10% power (See LER-8'+-016-00)

At 1940 on 6-19-84, excore detector NI-43 failed due to a loss of detector
voltage. The Instrument Technicians and Electricians determined that the problem
with NI-43 was in the detectror or the detector cabic inside containement.
Additional monitoring requirements were initiated for operation with one inoperable
excore detector per T.S.-3.12.D.1.

Following a startup on 6-20-84, reactor power was held at 29% for a flux
map. The results of this map indicated that the hot channel factors were ,
within Technical Specification limits, but a quadrant power tilt (QPT) of

,

5.52% existed. A flux map taken on 6-21-84 at 50% power indicated a QPT of
3.58%. *The results of all flux maps have indicated that the hot channel factors
are within Technical Specification limits. Since the QPT exceeded 2.0% for
greater than 24 hours, this event is reportabic per T.S.-3.12.B.7.

*Another map taken on 6-22-84 at 80% power indicated delta QPT of 3.13%
!
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2. Probable Consequences:

Virginia Power's Nuclear Engineering Staff has performed a safety analysis,

to verify that continued operations during cycle 7 with Rod B-6 stuck could be
safely accomplished. The evaluation, in addition to addressing the ejected rod
question, also considered the other UFSAR Chapter 14 accidents. This analysis'

included revision of insertion limits, re-evaluation of the potential ejected
rod worth and transient power distribution peaking factors and included the
offects on non-uniform fuel depletion in the area of the stuck rod.

The results of this analysis indicated that with the revised insertion
limits, all applicable safety limits would continue to be met for cycle 7 with
Rod B-6 stuck.

Re-analysis or re-evaluation of the accidents potentially affected has
confirmed that the results of the current licensing analysis remain bounding.
It was concluded that reactor operation with the stuck rod would continue to meet
all applicabic safety limits provided that a revised set of rod insertion
limits be adopted for the remainder of cycle 7. The unit was subsequently
restarted and operated to the end of cycle, with power administratively
restricted to 80% of rated thermal power (The Technical Specification limits
operation under this condition to 88%). This event does not constitute an
unreviewed safety question and the health and safety of the public are not
affected.

3. Cause:

Shortly after identifying the stuck rod, Virginia Power began planning for
inspection of the affected fuct assembly and Rod Cluster Control Assenbly
(RCCA) during the cycle 7/8 refueling outage to determine the cause of the
malfunction.

During visual inspection of the RCCA vanes and top of the fuct assembly,
it was discovered that one of the two hold down spring clamps at the top of the

, assembly was missing. Further examination located the spring clamp lodged in
! the control (i.e. between the RCCA !!UB and two rodlets). The clamp was

retrieved and closer visual inspection was made. This inspection revealed
that the heads of the two clamp hold d,own nerews had separated from the acrow

'

shanks and the clamp had undergono nevere mechanical distortion. The heads , .

remained fixed in the clamp via spot wolds. The loose clamp appears to have-

been the cause of the stuck rod. Unurtunt score marb on one rodlet at approxi-
mately 30 inchen below the RCCA 1108 (approximately $r steps) support this
conclusion. A review of portinent manufacturing rec eds was also performed.
Subsequent inspection of N1-43 determined that the pr >blem was in the actector.

.
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4. Immediate Corrective Action:

Extensive efforts were made to free the stuck rod. A program was developed
to monitor any flux tilt as long as the stuck rod existed. The NI-43 channel
was placed in trip and the instrument technicians began to troubleshoot the
problem.

5. Additional Corrective Action:

Efforts were made by Westinghouse personnel to analyze the problem with
control rod B-6 and free it.

A review of the fuel manufacturer's and screw supplier's quality assurance
practices and records provided no evidence that the. screws had deviations (such
as thinner than normal ligaments between the screw head socket and shoulder)
which would Icad to a higher failure susceptibility than those from other
vendors or lots.

Virginia Power's Nuclear Engineering Staff performed a safety analysis to
verify that continued operation with Rod B-6 stuck could be safely accomplished.
During unlatching operations, the rod dropped into the core. The Instrument
Technicians and Electricians determined that the problem with NI-43 was in the
detector. The detector was replaced during a short outage prior to refueling.

During the November, 1984 refueling outage, fuel assemblics in Unit 1,

core were inspected for other possible loose hold down clamps and none were
found.

6. Action Taken to Prevent Recurrence:

The fuel assembly with the missing clamp was removed from further fuel
cycles.

,

Virginia Power is pursuing, in cooperation with the fuel vendor, an
investigation into the failure mechanism of the clamp hold down screws.

7. Generic implications:

A review of operating experience'with spring clamp holddown screws was . .

performed by the fuel vendor. The review showed that failure of clamp screws is-

a rare, but not a unique occurrence. . Failures of this component in Westinghouse
reactorn havo occurred in two other known instances One in the USA and one
European unit. In the case of the US failure, the screws were produced by the
same manuf acturer an the Surry nerews, but were of a dif ferent design (crosa
slotted versun hexagonal nockets). The nerewn in the European unit had a
different manufacturer and design. For nerews of the specific manufacturer
and design, the Surry eveat appearn to be unique.
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